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to build effective and efficient supply chain strAteGy for the 
biotech, biopharma, pharma and biomedical device industries 
by developing, advancing, and disseminating best practices, 
knowledge, and research.

to encourage and promote supply chain iNNOVAtiON within 
the biotech, biopharma, pharma and biomedical device 
industries for the highest quality and clinical outcomes in 
patient care and welfare.

to create a supply chain cOMMUNity of thought and practice 
leaders from the business, professional association and 
academic sectors for information exchange, shared services, 
and collaboration.
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Mark Buck, Global supply chain and Procurement Leader, bio-rad 
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We shaped the pathways – both 
virtual and actual – that get your 
investigational product exactly 
where it needs to be. That means 
more than moving something 
from one place to another 
quickly. Our clinical supply chain 
specialists safely orchestrate the 
appropriate packaging, labeling, 
storage, and delivery of your 
medical therapy to the patients 
who need it within the specific 
time and temperature parameters 
required. We understand what 
you want, we know what to do 
and we designed our systems 
and facilities to help keep your 
product safe and have it arrive in 
exactly the condition you require.

• Largest global footprint

•  18 fully owned, strategically 
located facilities

•  Over 25 years of expertise 
in managing investigational 
materials

•  Expert navigators of 
international regulations and 
requirements

•  More than 2 million clinical 
supply shipments globally

•  Continuously monitored cold 
chain support

•  24/7 real-time program 
management

•  Globally integrated project teams

•  Dedicated to ensuring the 
viability of your critical 
investigational materials

Fisher Clinical Services … always 
where you need us, with what you 
need, exactly when you need it.

For more information please visit 
us at fisherclinicalservices.com.
+44 1403 212700
fscinfo@thermofisher.com

What counts is not 
only where it needs 
to be, but where it is. 

Right now.

FisherClinical_SCRIP AD_revised_FINAL.indd   1 05/12/2011   14:18
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9:00 AM REGISTRATION OPEN

10:00 AM – 11:00 AM BSMA GENERAL BODY MEETING
(Open to All Attendees) - forum to discuss and advance the mission of bsMA

11:00 AM – 11:45 AM “STUMP THE CHUMP”: OPEN FORUM 
FOR FREE CONSULTING & EXCHANGE OF SOLUTIONS

Get answers to your questions regarding supply chain regulation – 
ePedigree, serialization, track and trace; strategic sourcing; clinical 
Operations, cold chain; emerging Markets; information technology; 
and, other subjects.

MODERATORS: Mark Ginestro, clarkston consulting; Bill Coakley, 
Vice President, strategic Alliances, bsMA; Steve Tadevich, Director, 
serialization technologies, McKesson; Mark Buck, bio-rad, Mary 
Kachinsky, cubist; Paul Anderson, Life technologies; Wayne 
McDonnell, Director of Advisory, Pwc and sMes

12:00 NOON – 12:50 PM LUNCHEON NETWORK

12:50 PM – 1:00 PM WELCOME ADDRESS

Devendra Mishra, executive Director, bsMA

1:00 PM – 1:30 PM BIOTECH BUILDING THE BIOTECH SUPPLY 
CHAIN: ADOLESCENCE TO MATURITY: WHAT DOES IT TAKE?

the biotech industry has grown up in the last 30 years from wild ideas 
to business success. Many best practices have been established in the 
development of molecules from research to commercialization - but 
the desire to retain creativity and innovation has often stifled the shift 
to full industrial maturity. Pressure continues in the healthcare sector to 
drive efficiency - how can we deliver this while retaining innovation? 
this presentation will cover case studies of successful implementation 
of efficiency improvements while enhancing creativity and innovation, 
and offer some provocative ideas of where supply chain in our 
industry could go in the future.

Susanne Somerville, Vice President, supply chain North America, 
Genentech-roche

1:30 PM – 2:00 PM BIOTECH SUPPLY CHAIN VISION: 
MEETING THE GLOBAL TRANSFORMATIONAL CHALLENGE

business is entering a new economic era where volatility will be the 
new normal. Unanticipated events can be expected to occur at ever-
accelerating rates of speed, leaving scant margin for errors in judgment 
or preparation. this global transformation is prompting executives 
to re-think supply chain operations to better align with corporate 
strategies for growth and profitability. end-to-end supply chain 
integration, with an understanding of where value can be unleashed, 
will no longer be a “nice-to-have” but a fundamental requirement 
of supply chain strategy. there is a huge opportunity for today’s life 
sciences supply chain executives to quantify how net profitability - or 
“costs-to-serve” - can be maximized to achieve corporate goals.

Wayne McDonnell, Director of Advisory, Pwc

CONFERENCE PROGRAM

2:00 PM – 2:45 PM PANEL: INDUSTRY 360° – ADVANCING THE 
EFFICACY AND INTEGRITY OF THE GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN

the subjects of supplier relations development, contract 
manufacturing and clinical trials management, governmental 
compliance, collaboration for efficiency, cold chain technology 
challenges, it deployment, big Data and analytics, social media and 
integrity in the global supply chain, emerging markets and best 
practices from other industries will be discussed to generate solutions 
for the young biotech industry.

PANELISTS: Chris Horan, Vice President, supply chain, region North 
America, Genentech; Kevin Pegels, Vice President – Global supply 
chain, bayerHealthcare – biotech; Mark Buck, Global supply chain 
and Procurement Leader, bio-rad; Rayne Waller, Vice President, Global 
supply chain, Amgen; Rob Tenerowicz, Vice President, supply chain 
Management, bio-Marin

MODERATOR: Wayne McDonnell, Director of Advisory, Pwc

2:45 PM – 3:15 PM SOURCING SUPPLIERS FROM EMERGING 
MARKET: LEVERAGING FOR COMPETITIVE EDGE

the case study of a global manufacturing company will address the 
total cost of acquisition, supplier qualification, metrics for success and 
strategic sourcing’s role in life cycle management.

Paul Anderson, Vice President, Life technologies

3:15 PM – 3:45 PM SUSTAINABILITY: THE PROFITABLE & 
RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS IMPERATIVE FOR BIOPHARMA!

Presentation will cover the success achieved in the area of corporate 
social responsibility, reduction of carbon footprint, recycling, 
packaging reduction, cold chain enhancements, renewable energy 
proposals, and recycling to safeguard the sustainability of the 
environment. Life technologies, recognized by the Dow Jones 
sustainability and bloomberg-Maplecroft climate innovation indexes, 
has achieved a 20 percent drop in the company’s energy use and a 41 
percent cut in its hazardous wastes from 2008 to 2011 through their 
four-phase evolution Model. technologies’ initiatives have included 
fostering new partnerships in the value chain; transitioning the 
company from a linear (take-make-waste) to a closed-loop business 
model; and introducing innovative concepts such as low-carbon 
delivery, reverse logistics, and product take-back for reuse, recycling, 
and refurbishment.

Cristina Amorim, chief sustainability Officer, Life technologies
Shelley Murasko, Director, environmental sustainability, Life 
technologies

3:45 PM – 4:00 PM NETWORK BREAK
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 4:30 PM – 5:00 PM DISCOVERY TO COMMERCIALIZATION 
OF A DRUG: THE IT HOLY GRAIL AND ENABLER OF THE 
SUPPLY CHAIN

Demonstrated solutions in the areas of r&D, Laboratory Management, 
clinical Operations, sourcing, Planning, Manufacturing, Distribution, 
cold chain, b2b connectivity, Patient Healthcare Management and 
Governmental regulations compliance.

David Wiggin, Program Director, Healthcare and Life sciences, teradata

5:00 PM – 5:30 PM LOGISTICS FOR LIFE-SAVING DRUGS 
GLOBALLY WITHOUT BORDERS: ENSURING QUALITY, 
RELIABILITY, SAFETY AND GOVT. COMPLIANCE

the presentation uncovers the critical transportation network, 
information and knowledge systems, track and trace capability, 
distributed facilities, cold chain technologies and customer service 
deployed to deliver life-saving drugs to the major as well as emerging 
markets of the world with focus on lead time optimization and 
sustainability while meeting individual governmental regulations.

Dirk Van Peteghem, Vice President, Healthcare Logistics UPs

5:30 PM – 6:30 PM COCKTAIL RECEPTION 

4:00 PM – 4:30 PM “CLINICAL SUPPLY CHAIN LANDSCAPE” – 
RESULTS & REACTIONS

tufts center for the study of Drug Development has just completed 
a first-ever of its type survey and review of the biggest challenges 
faced by senior-level supply chain leaders from major pharmaceutical 
companies. this study examines several critical areas, including clinical 
supply chain infrastructure, capacity, forecasting, use of technology, 
outsourcing and strategic partnerships, and management practices. 
Learn about the results of this study as well as the key strategies 
survey responders identified to address these issues.

Mary Jo Lamberti, PhD, senior Project Manager, tufts center for the 
study of Drug Development

 tuesday
 october 9, 2012

8:00 AM – 8:30 AM BREAKFAST & REGISTRATION

8:30 AM – 8:45 AM WELCOME ADDRESS

Bill Coakley,, Vice President, strategic Alliances, bsMA

8:45 AM – 9:15 AM PLANNING FOR SUPPLY CHAIN EFFICIENCY 
AND PATIENT CARE: MEETING THE CRYING NEED

s&OP in the biotech industry, unlike mature industries, has yet to 
become the engine that drives and aligns the functional segments 
of an enterprise for overall cost-effectiveness, responsiveness and 
capacity optimization. taken for granted, it has not attained top 
management support and become a discipline within organizations. A 
blueprint will be presented to align clinical and commercial planning, 
use erP for cMO Planning and forecasting; establish MDM best 
practices; and, achieve management support for s&OP.

Kevin Pegels, Vice President - Global supply chain Management, 
bayerHealthcare – biotec

9:15 AM – 9:45 AM S&OP EXECUTION TO DYNAMICALLY 
& OPTIMALLY RESPOND TO VOLATILITY IN A GLOBAL 
SUPPLY NETWORK
Alignment of sales, operations and financial plans has been 
successfully realized with the help of systems, tools, best practices 
and organizational structures in major enterprises. However the 
supply chain executives continue to identify s&OP execution to be a 
formidable challenge. Demand volatility in the global marketplace, 
disruptions in the supply chain, recognition of commitments made, 
constraints in capacity, outsourcing, tools of optimization and lack of 
integrated systems make it harder for companies to effectively execute 
their plans undergoing continuous revision. A proven solution will 
be presented with dynamic, optimal replanning in order to respond 
to execution changes which integrate all the necessary segments of 
supply, manufacturing and delivery to maximize customer service. 
synchronization of demand with supply across the global supply chain 
is a unique characteristic of the solution where iterations of the plan 
are executed with unprecedented speed.

Jan Aggerbeck ceO icon-sc 

9:45 AM – 10:15 AM NETWORK BREAK
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DAY 2, TRACK 1 10:15 AM – 3:30 PM

10:15 AM – 10:45 AM STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT OF SUPPLIERS: 
MAINTAINING EFFICIENT MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS

in the emerging global market place of the biotech industry, focus on 
suppliers and their suppliers has become a formidable challenge as 
their impact on manufacturing and delivery to patients can sometimes 
be onerous. the capabilities and actual performance of suppliers 
as well as the characteristics of the supplied ingredients not only 
impacts manufacturing operations, but also determine the quality of 
the final finished product to be consumed by a patient. As a result, 
identifying, monitoring and controlling the suppliers’ process variables 
and the raw material specifications are essential to ensure excellence 
in manufacturing operations. in this context, limited resources in an 
enterprise make the task of managing suppliers in a proactive and 
value-adding manner very difficult.

Ken Duval, Associate Director, supply chain, shire Pharmaceuticals; 
Mary Kachinsky, sr. Director, strategic sourcing, cubist 
Pharmaceuticals

10:45 AM – 11:15 AM LIFE CYCLE OF A SUPPLIER
Jim Latimer, sr. Director, Purchasing and supply Management, elan 
Pharmaceuticals
Isaac Young, sr. Director supply chain Operations, bioMarin 
Pharmaceuticals
Mark Buck, Global supply chain Leader, bio-rad Laboratories

11:15 AM – 11:45 PM CONTRACT MANUFACTURING 
OUTSOURCING: ENSURING A SUCCESSFUL PARTNERSHIP!

Mark Buck, Global supply chain Leader, bio-rad Laboratories

11:45 AM – 12:30 PM BEST PRACTICES IN MASTER SUPPLY 
AGREEMENTS WITH CMO’S
supply Agreements with contract Manufacturers have unique 
challenges. Hear industry experts explain how they deal with 
performance provisions, licensing rights, iP, price increases, sole sources 
and other situations commonly encountered when dealing with cMO’s.

Jake Handy, Attorney, fenwick & West
Vincent Garnier, Head of contract Manufacturing Operations, Genentech
Tim Jordan, Associate Director supply chain, MAP Pharmaceuticals
Yingming Yue, Associate Director, supply Management, Nektar 
therapeutics

12:30 PM – 1:30 PM LUNCH NETWORK

1:30 PM – 2:00 PM IMPLEMENTING SUSTAINABILITY 
PROGRAMS: CASE STUDIES FROM THE FIELD

to operate sustainably, more businesses are beginning to look 
beyond their walls and engage their suppliers and customers in 
sustainable business practices. this discussion will provide examples 
of collaborative initiatives and the successes, failures, and practical 
realities to implementing sustainability along your supply chain. 
examples will include perceived product trade-offs between cost and 
sustainability, the challenges of alternative delivery methods (carts/ 
totes), and facilitating packaging reductions with suppliers to help 
customers reduce waste.

Megan Maltenfort, sustainability Manager, VWr international

2:00 PM – 2:30 PM OPPORTUNITIES & CHALLENGES FOR 
SOURCING FROM CHINA & INDIA
A comparative evaluation of the realities of the market opportunities, 
mode of navigation and measures for overcoming impediments will 
be made based on personal experience, information and knowledge 
of the two major emerging nations in biotech.

Shankar Suryanarayanan, Vice President - international, bsMA

Yingming Yue, Associate Director, supply Management, Nektar 
therapeutics
2:30 PM – 3:00 PM SINGAPORE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
SHOWCASE: OUTSOURCING RESOURCES FOR BIOTECH
singapore is a leading international biomedical sciences cluster to 
impact global health by achieving excellence and synergies across 
r&D, manufacturing and headquarter activities. More than 50 
companies are carrying out biomedical sciences r&D that includes 
drug discovery, translational and clinical research in order to improve 
r&D productivity and address unmet healthcare needs in fast-growing 
regions. Learn how to tap into these resources as well as explore the 
market opportunities for your products.

Neeraj Kumar, center Director-Americas, singapore economic 
Development board

MODERATOR: Bill Coakley, Vice President, strategic Alliances, bsMA

3:00 PM – 3:30 PM CALIFORNIA TRANSPARENCY IN SUPPLY 
CHAINS ACT, SB 657

in 2010, several non-governmental organizations in california drew up 
the first act of its kind in the U.s. to link business to the issue of human 
trafficking. According to the act, retail sellers and manufacturers with 
annual worldwide gross receipts over $100 Million doing business in 
the state of california must publicly disclose their efforts to eradicate 
slavery and human trafficking from their direct supply chain by the 
end of 2011. Learn how this bill impacts life science companies and 
supply chain professionals.

David Gonzalez, Attorney, DLA Piper



Teradata is the world’s leading analytic data solutions company 

focused on integrated data warehousing, big data analytics, and 

business applications. We empower organizations to make the 

best decisions possible for competitive advantage. Teradata.com

teradata.com

The Best Decision Possible is a trademark, and Teradata and the Teradata logo are registered trademarks of Teradata Corporation and/or its a�  liates in the U.S. or worldwide. Copyright © 2012 by Teradata Corporation

POSSIBLE

AND DEVELOPMENT INSIGHTS

THE BEST RESEARCH
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DAY 2, TRACK 2 11:00 AM – 3:45 PM

10:15 AM – 11:00 AM PANEL: COLLABORATION AMONGST ALL 
STAKEHOLDERS TO ENSURE QUALITY IN THE COLD CHAIN

Presentation of best practices of collaboration in the overall supply 
chain from pre-shipment to post-shipment analysis will be made 
while recognizing the regulatory standards, PDA processes and UsP 
standards for time and temperature-sensitive healthcare products. 
critical requirements and challenges from clinical trials to delivery of 
consumer drug will be scrutinized and alignment of communication 
necessary amongst the links of the supply chain will be discussed.

MODERATOR: Douglas Wettergren, UsA West, regional sales 
Manager, envirotainer Ab

PANELISTS: Members from sKy teAM, Lifeconex and other companies

11:00 AM – 11:30 AM DISASTER PREVENTION AND 
BUSINESS RECOVERY: ARE YOU READY?

Whether the business is small or large, an emergency response to 
a disaster and the subsequent impact on business continuity can 
be a daunting task. the extent of the impact will vary depending 
on the characteristics of the disaster, time of year, specific areas of 
the company impacted, and duration, among other things. business 
continuity plans should go beyond simple evacuation plans. these 
plans should be specific, tailored to the operations and encompass all 
facets of the business. Development of these plans is also a proactive 
way to prevent an occurrence from becoming a catastrophe.
Russell Owens, sr. business continuity specialist, chubb insurance company

11:30 AM –12:00 NOON SUPPLY CHAIN RISK EVALUATION & 
MANAGEMENT (SCREAM)

screAM: We all need to do it! implementing a supply chain risk 
assessment program in a small start-up pharmaceutical business can 
be difficult, and can be even more difficult when looking out beyond 
the next phase of a product lifecycle (iNDA, clinical studies, NDA). 
this is a “lessons learned” presentation about the speaker’s attempt to 
implement screAM at a small pharmaceutical company, and some 
of the lessons learned before and after the implementation of a risk 
evaluation program.

Tim Jordan, Manager of supplier engineering, intuitive surgical

12:00 NOON – 12:30 PM SOLVING THE MISSING LINK BETWEEN 
FORECASTING & ERP IN CLINICAL SUPPLY OPTIMIZATION

Due to tight study timelines and budgets, industry demands to 
minimize waste and risk in the supply chain are growing every day. this 
presentation will cover how to incorporate a forecast output as demand 
in an erP system to provide the manufacturing plan. We will discuss 
integration of iVrs data to automatically update forecasts to provide 
visibility for proactive supply chain management. Attendees will discover 
the importance of combining technology and knowledgeable supply 
chain managers to bridge the gaps for a supply plan that is efficient, 
reliable and gives you the ability to react to unplanned events.

Michelle Foust, PharmD, Director of New Product Development, 
Almac clinical services

12:30 PM – 1:30 PM LUNCH NETWORK

1:30 PM – 2:00 PM LEVERAGING TECHNOLOGY TO 
TRANSFORM THE CLINICAL SUPPLY CHAIN

Despite multiple success stories drawn from across various industries, 
the biopharmaceutical sector has been slow to adopt transformational 
technology to service the clinical supply chain. this session will focus 
on what other industries are doing; the potential available through 
“big data” and some suggestions on ways to think differently about 
how we currently operate. in addition, the facilitators will discuss 
how clinical supply chain professionals can improve the support and 
flexibility provided to clinical development and ultimately help serve 
as a launching point for commercial success.

Leon Wyszkowki, Vice President and General Manager, fisher clinical 
services North America
David Northrup, Manager, Accenture Life sciences

2:00 PM – 2:30 PM THERE IS MORE PROJECT AT THE END 
OF THE MONEY (BUILDING & MANAGING A CLINICAL 
SUPPLY BUDGET)

building and managing a clinical supply study budget is a demanding 
task, and with the increasing complexity of clinical trials, along with 
internal finance pressures, this task is more important than ever before. 
this presentation will outline strategies for working with your vendors, 
managing internal expectations, dealing with sponsor / crO / cMO 
relationships, and will give real-life examples of studies running over an 
estimated budget and outline strategies to identify and mitigate this 
situation early in the trial.
Matt blume, General Manager, catalent Pharma solutions
brian Keesee, Head of Project Management, catalent Pharma solutions

2:30 PM – 3:00 PM CLINICAL SUPPLY CHAIN BEST PRACTICES 
– A TOWN HALL MEETING

Learn and share with your peers solutions and best practices to 
common challenges encountered in clinical supply chain. Hear how 
the experts perform forecasting, determine safety stock levels, manage 
inventory, reduce costs and lead times, satisfy labeling, packaging and 
cold chain requirements, and handle shipments to emerging markets.

MODERATOR: Bill Coakley, Vice President, strategic Alliances, bsMA 
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GLOBAL REACH, LOCAL SUPPORT. SINCE 1852.

VWR 
Accelerating Life Science Solutions

VWR is a global leader in the distribution of laboratory products, supplies 
and services, offering the best product choices, including the Exclusive VWR 
Collection, from premier manufacturers to customers around the globe. We are 
committed to providing efficient, effective solutions for all your Life Science 
needs by offering products, service and support that make your work faster, 
easier and more accurate.

BioCom Lifelines Ad.indd   1 9/25/2012   3:09:14 PM
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Bio Supply Management Alliance membership is open to those who belong or 
have an interest in the operations and supply chain activities in the bio life 
sciences.  The member dues cover all subsidiaries of the entity.  BSMA is 
dedicated to increasing the capabilities and knowledge of bio life sciences 
supply chain management professionals worldwide. 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
 
______________________________________________________ _____________________________________ 
COMPANY NAME                 WEBSITE  
______________________________________________________ __________________ __________________ 
HEADQUARTERS ADDRESS       LATEST Y/E REVENUES  TICKER SYMBOL  
______________________________________________________ __________________ ________ _________ 
CITY         STATE/PROVINCE  COUNTRY    POSTAL CODE  
 

PRIMARY CONTACT 
 

______________________________________________________ __________________ __________________ 
NAME                         WORK PHONE  FAX 
______________________________________________________ _____________________________________ 
TITLE               MOBILE PHONE 
______________________________________________________ _____________________________________ 
ADDRESS               EMAIL  
______________________________________________________ __________________ ________ _________ 
CITY               STATE/PROVINCE COUNTRY    POSTAL CODE  
 

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORY (CHECK ONE) 
  

 

   

PAYMENT 
Membership is effective upon receipt of dues payment and is active for twelve (12) months thereafter.  If paying by check, make payable to BIO 
SUPPLY MANAGEMENT ALLIANCE. Send completed application to Devendra Mishra, 23681 Park Andorra, Calabasas, CA 91302 or fax to 513-
893-2107 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
CREDIT CARD NUMBER or CHECK NUMBER          EXPIRATION DATE     CDC 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
NAME ON CREDIT CARD     SIGNATURE               DATE 

Member Category Member Description Annual Dues
     (select one)

Executive Membership Level 1 Annual Revenues Greater than $1 Billion $12,500____

Executive Membership Level 2 Annual Revenues Less Than or Equal to $1 Billion   $6,500____

Executive Membership Level 3 Emerging and Startup Drug Companies    $2,000____
 without a commercial product

Affiliate Membership 1 Annual Revenues Greater than $250 million   $6,500____

Affiliate Membership 2 Annual Revenues Less than or Equal to $250 million   $2,500____

Academia Membership  Any accredited academic institution that works in       $500____
 support of the bio life sciences.

Individual Membership  Annual Revenues Greater than $1 Billion      $500____

C

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

2012 BSMA Membership Application.pdf   1   10/1/12   10:04 PM



After six years of 
intensive research, 
it’s time for active 
thinking
You’ve made it. After years of research, and millions invested in the hope of a breakthrough, 
your product is finally on the market. Now is the time for active thinking.
   Around 20% of all temperature-sensitive healthcare products are wasted due to broken 
cold chains. So how can you safeguard your product when shipping it over long distances? 
Consider an active solution. Envirotainer’s temperature-controlled air cargo containers  
secure the perfect condition. Data is continuously gathered during transport so that you  
can follow-up the exact status of your shipment. What’s more, our solutions are backed  
by in-depth knowledge, expert support services and an extensive network.

www.envirotainer.com The Active Cold Chain
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thank you to our 2012
speakers, presenters, & panelists

bio supply 
management
alliance

JoIn thE 

for supply chain 
leadership & excellence! 

FInD out MorE:
www.biosupplyalliance.com 

Aggerbeck

Become a member of the world’s leading 
organization for operations and supply chain 
management professionals in the bio life sciences 
industry. Because life depends on us™, the Bio Supply 
Management alliance supports continuous learning 
and development of bio supply management 
professionals and the enhancement and efficacy 
of the supply chain in the industry through 
collaboration.

Anderson blume buck coakley Duval

forsaith foust fultz Garnier Ginestro Gonzalez Handy Horan

Jordan Kachinsky Keesee Kumar Lamberti Latimer Maltenfort Mayo

McDonnell Mishra Murasko Northrup Owens Pegels somerville suryanarayanan

tadevich tenerowicz Waller Wiggin Wyszkowski young yue

Amorim

BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP 
 (depending on category)

• Advisory board membership
• Participation in industry-specific steering committees
• Passes to bsMA partner events
• Marketing and advertising in quarterly industry journal
• Upgrade on sponsorship and group registration packages 

to partner events
• exclusive banner ad on newsletter and top rotation on 

Alliance website
• company logo on organization communications
• exclusive access to Alliance online community
• Discounts to Alliance events
• exclusive access to online presentations from bsMA 

sponsored events



James Bova
949.437.4303
james.bova@us.pwc.com

Wayne McDonnell
949.275.0260
wayne.mcdonnell@us.pwc.com



2 | Capitalizing on the ‘new normal’ with  exible supply chains

An important factor making  exibility 
an imperative is the growing recog-
nition by companies that successful 
execution of growth strategies requires 
them to be more involved with down-
stream distribution networks leading 
to the end customer. In addition to 
sustaining global production capabili-
ties (as well as monitoring and helping 
support the production capabilities of 
their suppliers and their suppliers’ sup-
pliers), supply networks are thus going 
to be expected to reach downward into 
those global markets into which prod-
ucts are being sold.

Given this bundle of demands, the 
supply chain concept that has long 
prevailed will fast become obsolete.  
We can expect leaders to increasingly 
segment their standard ‘one size  ts all’ 
design into more customized varia-
tions.  In general terms, we envision 
two fundamental segment templates: 
one is ‘volume and cost’ focused, the 
other more ‘agility’ focused. 

An example of the  exibility required 
of a multi-faceted supply chain can be 
seen from a consumer leader produc-
ing a branded health care product.  The 
company has to deliver high volumes 
of its ‘basic product’ to big box retailers 
worldwide (with capacity in reserve to 
support periodic huge promotion pro-
grams).  At the same time, in emerging 
markets it is cultivating thousands of 
‘mom-and-pop’ retailers who require 
high turnover, small packaging, and 
constantly changing product variety 
to appeal to local tastes.  Meanwhile, 
lurking in the background is  erce 
competition from lower-cost private 
label goods.   

Findings in PwC's PRTM Management 
Consulting 2010-2012 Global Sup-
ply Chain Trends report suggest that 
supply chain executives have begun 
preparing for the ‘new normal.’  The 
current Number One goal amongst sur-
veyed respondents is ‘heightened at-
tention to  exibility.’ This replaces the 
optimization concerns which ranked at 
the head of the list the past few years, 
when the primary objectives cited were 
the quest for the lowest possible price, 
the leanest processes with the shortest 
throughput time, and the lowest levels 
of risk.  We anticipate next year’s Sup-

ply Chain Trends report to show even 
more directional shift from cost control 
to segmentation and  exibility. 

This re ects growing acceptance in 
the executive suite that supply chain 
design itself possesses the potential 
of providing substantial competitive 
advantage.  We have already seen the 
opening stages of this mindshift.  In 
the ‘old days’ functions such as sourc-
ing, contracting, and procuring were 
considered almost exclusively admin-
istrative and transactional.  Now they 
are widely understood to often have 
strategic aspects. This next stage, 
incorporating segmentation and  ex-
ibility, represents a quantum leap in 
alignment.  Execution, of course, will 
be vital and—to this end—one can ex-
pect considerable attention devoted to 
maximizing the operational effective-
ness of redesigned supply chains.

An important factor making  exibility an imperative is the growing 
recognition by companies that successful execution of growth 
strategies requires them to be more involved with downstream 
distribution networks leading to the end customer.
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Risk remains an ongoing concern, all 
the more so as supply chains take on 
this added importance in company 
performance.  We believe that with 
 exibility comes the need to be able to 
monitor ‘leading’ indicators of risk and 
respond proactively ahead of crisis. 
This differs from risk management in 
the traditional supply chain model, 
where most indices are  nancial, 
backward-looking and typically at least 
a quarter out-of-date.  

By way of summary, we see strong 
indicators that people are emerging 
from the cash-conserving mentality 
that has prevailed since the  nancial 
crisis.  We expect that in the next few 
years corporate leaders will be focused 
on faster revenue growth and corre-
spondingly calculating that the risks of 
missed global opportunities outweigh 
the risks of an expanding footprint in 
emerging markets.  In our judgment, 
this increased focus on top-line growth 
mandates operating models that en-

able the supply chain to become a stra-
tegic asset that helps sales outperform 
the market. Traditional supply chain 
design and practices may well be out-
living their optimal effectiveness more 
rapidly than generally appreciated.  
The harsh truth is that single supply 
chains won’t be able to satisfy all the 
expectations placed upon it.  Leaders 
may be faced with tough choices and 
trade-offs between risk mitigation and 
complexity in order to successfully 
exploit product, geography, and mar-
kets. In some cases it will make sense 
to add supplier redundancy even if it 
means incurring costs—in others the 
right choice will be cost- control and 

ef ciency.  In other words, the days of 
an ‘off-the-shelf’ static supply chain are 
fast-fading and being replaced by sup-
ply chains of dynamic  exibility. 

In this context, it is important to under-
score that  exibility is not about ‘good 
 re ghting’ nor does it mean doing ev-
erything faster next year than this year.  
Rather, it implies a level of operational 
 exibility that effectively constitutes a 
different way of doing business. A truly 
connected, timely  ow of information 
between customers, suppliers, and 
the company provides the foundation 
for such  exibility. Indeed, in order to 
facilitate rapid ramp-up/ramp-down 
capability, integration with the ar-
chitecture of key suppliers ultimately 
becomes imperative. The desired end 
state is ‘cradle-to-grave’ alignment, 
de ning supply chain requirements 
upstream and downstream across the 
entire product lifecycle with contingen-
cies for signi cant shifts in demand 
along the way. 

To repeat, the fundamental strategic 
decision supply chain executives will 
increasingly be required to make in 
pursuit of  exibility will be to choose 
where they need redundant suppliers 
to protect revenue streams and where 
they can afford to incur risk. The Japa-
nese tsunami imposed such choices on 
many high tech companies forced to 
dig out from the consequences of sup-
ply chain disruption; in its aftermath, 
these companies have been identifying 
critical demand segments necessitating 
redundant suppliers and correspond-
ingly re-tooling supply chains. 

In the absence of being able to secure 
a single product supply chain for all 
customers at all times, the operational 
question for supply chain executives 
becomes ‘how do I design and maintain 
resilient supply chains for my most 
valuable segments of customers?” 

The harsh truth is that single supply chains 
won’t be able to satisfy all the expectations 
placed upon it. 
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STEERING COMMITTEES 
ProMotInG InDuStry SuPPLy ChaIn InItIatIVES!

SUPPLY CHAIN STRATEGIC SOURCING (SCSS) 
STEERING COMMITTEE
identifying and enabling the sharing of best practices in common 
areas of interest relating to strategic sourcing.

CHAIRPERSON, Bill Coakley, Vice President, strategic Alliances, 
bsMA

Committee Members:
• Paul Anderson, VP, Global Procurement, Life technologies
• Mark Buck, Global Procurement and supply Leader, bio-rad Laboratories
• Mike Crowell, senior Director supply chain Management, 

Verinata Health
• Ken Duval, Associate Director, supply chain, shire Pharmaceuticals
• Dale Dwier, Manager, strategic sourcing, bayer Healthcare
• Rick Fultz, Director, Purchasing Group, biOcOM
• Tom Heebink, business Development & strategic Alliances, biO
• Tim Jordan, Associate Director supply chain, MAP Pharmaceuticals
• Mary Kachinsky, senior Director, strategic sourcing, cubist Pharmaceuticals
• Marc Lampron, senior Director, Procurement, Genentech
• Jim Latimer, senior Director, Purchasing and supply 

Management, elan Pharmaceuticals
• John Lunger, Vice President, Operations strategy, VWr international
• Myles Marcus, Vice President, supply chain, Dendreon
• Mike Mayo, Director, Materials and Procurement, Olympus biotech
• Mike Mitchell, Director, supply chain Management, sAfc biosciences
• Isaac Young, sr. Dir., supply chain Operations, bioMarin Pharmaceuticals, inc.
• Yingming Yue, Associate Director, supply Management, Nektar 

therapeutics Pharmaceuticals

SUPPLY CHAIN TALENT MANAGEMENT (SCTM) 
STEERING COMMITTEE
Developing leaders and programs that increase the capabilities 
and skills in the biotech and pharma supply chain community.

CHAIRPERSON, Muffie Dalton, M.s., cPiM, Associate Director, 
Plant Operations Planning, Genentech

Committee Members:
• Don Wilson, Associate Manager, Amgen
• Keith Launchbury, cfPiM, President, Keith Launchbury and 

Associates, Vice chair, bsMA talent Development committee
• Devendra Mishra, founder & executive Director, bio supply 

Management Alliance and Adjunct Professor, Graziadio school 
of business & Management, Pepperdine University

• Nancy Nix, Ph.D., executive Director, executive MbA Program; 
supply chain Professor, Neeley school of business, texas 
christian University

• Dave Malenfant, VP, Global supply chain, Alcon Laboratories inc.
• Phil Kaminsky, Ph.D., Professor, school of industrial 

engineering, University of california, berkeley, site Director, 
center for excellence in Logistics and Distribution

• Richard Dawe, Ph.D., Professor, Ageno school of business, 
Golden Gate University

• Kevin Pegels, VP, supply chain Management, bayer Healthcare
• Adam Zak, ceO, Adam Zak executive search

executives and academics have come together to enhance the 
supply chain of the industry because they believe that collectively 
industry initiatives can be better accomplished to enhance the 
supply chain in biopharma by focusing on certain strategic areas.

this will also enable the sharing of best practices, experience 
and knowledge to make a difference as well as to remain 
current on the latest trends and changes that affect the 
industry. further it is also envisioned that building a b2b 
network is in everyone’s interest.

the committees normally meet every month via conference 
call and in person at the Annual conference. their other 
activities are conducting webinars and contributing to the 
conference program.

each committee consists of individuals whose experience and 
ability will contribute to the writing and presenting of white 
papers and presentations to the industry.

the service provider members of the steering committees are 
committed to refraining from selling their services directly or 
soliciting business and have to be specially invited to engage in 
any business engagement by the other members.

SUPPLY CHAIN RISK MANAGEMENT (SCRM) 
STEERING COMMITTEE
identifying the best practices for the identification, measurement, 
and execution of managing risks in the end-to-end supply chain 
of the biotech and pharma industry.

CHAIRPERSON, Vijay Chiruvolu, Director, Operations risk 
Management, Amgen

Committee Members:
• Adam Zak, founder and ceO, Adam Zak executive recruiter 

Laboratories
• Arun Cavale, Principal, Nexinfo
• Carla Reed, Principal, tunnell consulting
• Chris Sam, executive Director, craigshannock
• Dave Malenfant, sVP, Global supply chain, Alcon
• Jane Lavine, insurance executive
• Lew Kontnik, Director of brand Protection, Amgen
• Michael Mooney, Dir., risk Management & insurance - the 

Americas, expeditors
• Mohinder Sikka, ceO, sensitel
• Ron Bone, sVP, Distribution, McKesson Pharmaceuticals
• Thomas Smith, Director, supply chain, shire Pharmaceuticals
• Yingming Yue, cPiM, Associate Director, Nektar therapeutics
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STEERING COMMITTEES 
ProMotInG InDuStry SuPPLy ChaIn InItIatIVES!

ENVIRONMENTALLY CONTROLLED LOGISTICS 
(BIOTECH COLD CHAIN MANAGEMENT) 
STEERING COMMITTEE
identifying the best practices for controlled environmental logis-
tics to maximize patient safety and enhance its value chain.

CHAIRPERSON: Gary Hutchinson, ceO, Modality solutions

Committee Members:
• Rod Derifield, President, envicooler
• Don Wilson, Associate Manager, Amgen
• Douglas Wettergren, regional sales Manager, Western North 

America, envirotainer
• Ed Church, executive Director, istA
• Jim Cox, ceO, temptriP
• Paul Harber, Associate engineering consultant, eli Lilly

HEALTHCARE POLICY COMMITTEE
informing and educating the members about governmental 
regulations related to the biopharma industry and serve as a 
resource for the governmental agencies as it develops and 
implements regulations.

CHAIRPERSON: Ron Bone, sVP, Distribution, McKesson 
Pharmaceuticals

Committee Members:
• Karen Conway, Director, Healthcare, Global Health exchange
• Lou Kontnik, Director of brand Protection, Amgen
• Mike Wallace, Director, Global standards & serialization, 

enterprise Master Data, Abbott Laboratories
• Wayne McDonnell, Pharma & Life sciences Advisory, 

Pricewaterhousecoopers

SUPPLY CHAIN CLINICAL OPERATIONS (SCCO) 
STEERING COMMITTEE
identifying and enabling the sharing of best practices, knowledge 

and experience in clinical supply chain and integrate clinical 

operations as a critical segment of the overall supply chain.

CHAIRPERSON: Bill Coakley, Vice President, strategic Alliances, 

bsMA

Committee Members:
• Philip Chou, Associate Director, clinical supplies, elan 

Pharmaceuticals

• Michael Dallmann, Associate Director, clinical supplies, cerexa

• Jaymin Eberhart, Principal, PrtM

• Richard Horn, Associate Director, supplier Management, Nektar 

therapeutics

• Theodore James Maylath, Manager, clinical supply, Abbott

• Amy Penticoff, Associate Director Pharmaceutical sciences, 

NeurogesX, inc.

SUPPLY CHAIN INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
(SCIM) STEERING COMMITTEE
identifying the best information and systems technology required to meet 
the complex technology needs of the biotech and pharma supply chain.

CHAIRPERSON: (Acting) Devendra Mishra, executive Director, 
bsMA

Committee Members:
• R. Arun Kumar, VP, Global sales, capgemini
• Colin Finn, founder and VP, Marketing, Pelyco systems
• Grant Hodgkins, strategy standards & Process Manager, Global 

supply chain, Alcon Laboratories
• Kevin Riccoboni, it Leader, Global Operations, Life 

technologies
• Lou Killian, enterprise systems for technical Operations, bioMarin
• Tim Kvanvig, business Unit Life sciences, Oracle
• Vue Liebetran, Director, it supply chain Global systems, bio-rad
• Gautam Sharma, Principal, sAP Life sciences -NA, capgemini
• Joy King, Lead, Life sciences Practice, teradata



Leadership. 
Commitment. 
Growth.

The Bio Supply Management Alliance was born out of the need 
to create a worldwide community of operations, supply chain 
management leaders and professionals in the biotech, biopharma, 
and biomedical device industries. For the second year in a row we 
are proud to be the Diamond Sponsor at this year’s Fifth Annual 
Bio Supply Chain Academy.

For more information, please visit 
pwc.com/us/pharma and pwc.com/us/medtech or contact:

James Bova 
james.bova@us.pwc.com 
(949) 437 4303

Wayne McDonnell 
wayne.mcdonnell@us.pwc.com 
(949) 437 5451
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